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tive separation from Xe/Kr/N2

mixtures over a microporous CALF-20 framework†

Yi Wei,a Fengshi Qi,a Yunhe Li,a Xiubo Min,a Qi Wang,a Jiangliang Hu*b

and Tianjun Sun *a

Capture and separation of xenon and krypton by adsorption are particularly important issues at room

temperature in both industry and environmental security. Herein, hydrophobic zinc-based frameworks

(CALF-20) were synthesized to separate mixtures of Xe, Kr and N2, and adsorptive properties and stability

of as-prepared samples were investigated in detail. CALF-20 with the 1,2,4-triazole and oxalate as the

ligand and Zn metal centers showed a surface area of 442 m2 g�1 and average pore size of 6–7 Å, and

exhibited excellent stability in a high-temperature acidic solution. The single and binary adsorption

datum represented that CALF-20 has a high Xe uptake of 2.45 mmol g�1 and Xe/Kr selectivity of 13.2, as

well as high Xe/N2 selectivity of 62 at 298 K and 1.0 bar. The initial adsorption heat and Henry's constant

of Xe on the CALF-20 were determined to be 31.7 kJ mol�1 and 21.77 mmol g�1 bar�1 by isotherms,

indicating a suitable affinity for Xe capture and Xe/Kr separation. In addition, simulation results indicated

that the simulated adsorption isotherms and adsorption heats are well-matched with experimental

results, and the adsorption affinity from the C–H groups of 1,2,4-trizole ring for Xe is significantly

stronger than that for Kr.
1 Introduction

The capture and separation of Xe and Kr by adsorption are of
great importance in the eld of industry and environmental
security.1 In general, Xe and Kr have been widely used in
lighting, electronics, lasers, medical devices, anesthetics, and
propellants in ion propulsion engines, because of their specic
properties including the high density, low chemical reactivity
and solubility, very low boiling and conductivity.1,2 Meanwhile,
trace Xe and Kr capture was a critical problem in themonitoring
of radioisotopes worldwide and removing radioactive contami-
nation of nuclear waste.3,4 As we all know, heavier noble gases
all possess very low abundances at the ppmv level in air and
industrial off-gases, making them difficult to capture and
separate directly from air. Conventionally, cryogenic distillation
was a common method to concentrate the Xe and Kr from air
and the selective capture of radioactive noble gases from spent
nuclear fuel.5 As we all know, cryogenic distillation is a typical
energy- and capital-intensive method for producing these
heavier noble gases, which greatly limits commercial applica-
tions.6 Therefore, looking for a feasible and high-efficiency
method for heavier noble gas capture and purication has
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mation (ESI) available. See

231
attracted much attention in the eld of gas separation due to
the fast-growing demand for Xe and Kr in the next few decades.
Alternatively, extensive research has been done to adopt phys-
isorption with suitable absorbents to capture and separate Xe
and Kr at or near room temperature for the advantages of low
cost, high efficiency, and reliability.1,7

Currently, activated carbon,8–10 zeolites,11–14 and metal–
organic frameworks (MOFs)15,16 have drawn great attention for
the high-efficient separation of Xe and Kr by adsorption.
However, there is always a major challenge to efficiently capture
the trace noble gases from the gas mixture because of their
chemical inertness and small size difference with nitrogen
(kinetic diameter: Kr, 3.65 Å; N2, 3.84 Å; Xe, 4.04 Å).17 Precisely
controlling pore characteristics is the primary method that
needs to be solved urgently for achieving both high adsorption
selectivity and high capacity of Xe and Kr.18 Among the above-
mentioned adsorbents, metal–organic frameworks have been
considered to be a better adsorbent since their large surface
areas, highly ordered pores, and ne-tuned properties by
altering the building blocks.1,19 Mueller et al. rst reported that
IRMOF-1 had a good Xe/Kr separation property at room
temperature,20 but Thallapally et al. found that the xenon
adsorption capacity of MOF-5 was only half that of activated
carbon (ca. 27 wt%) at normal pressure and temperature.21 Lee
et al. subsequently revealed that the xenon uptake and Xe/Kr
selectivity of UIO-66 at 1 bar and 303 K can reach 1.58 mmol
g�1 and 7.15, respectively, which is superior to that of Cr-Mil-
101 and Fe-Mil-100, and is better than traditional activated
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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carbon in Xe/Kr selectivity.22 Wall effect of ultra-micropores is
known as a signicant boost factor for the selective adsorption
dominated by the polarization of gas molecules, and Wang rst
conrmed that metal formates with 5 Å pores possessed a good
xenon uptake of 2 mmol g�1 and excellent Xe/Kr selectivity of 12
at room temperature.23 Banerjee et al. studied systematically the
adsorption of Kr and Xe in ultra-microporous MOFs, and found
that the Xe/Kr separation selectivity of SBMF-1 (4.5 Å) reached
up to 16 whereas the Xe/Kr selectivity of Crofour-1-Ni with pore
size near the kinetic diameter of xenon was as high as 26 at
room temperature and ambient pressure.18,24 Xiong and Wang
also investigated the xenon adsorption behaviors on ultra-
microporous MOFs deeply, and reported that Zn-(tmz)2 (4.3 Å),
MOF-Cu-H (4–6 Å) and Zn(ox)0.5(trz) (4 Å) all had good adsorp-
tion properties that the xenon uptakes were above 2.5 mmol g�1

and Xe/Kr selectivity was up to 15.5 at 298 K and 1 bar.25–27 The
latest research found that the Xe/Kr adsorption selectivity of
PAF-45S with a pore size of 5.2 Å was about 16.7,28 while the Co-
squarate frameworks with 4 Å pores and NbOFFIVE-2-Cu-i with
5 Å pores were as high as 54.1 and 43, respectively.29,30 More
importantly, the Co-squarate framework is especially applicable
for trace xenon capture from air owing to the high Henry
constant of 192 mmol g�1 bar�1. Moreover, the induced force
(static dipole polarizability or Debye force) from the special sites
with the strong polarity of frameworks can also improve the
noble gas adsorption,31 such as HKUST-1, MOF-74-M, MOF-505,
PCN-14 and NOTT, etc. For example, the xenon uptakes of
HKUST-1 and Ni-MOF-74 with open metal sites could achieve
3.2 mmol g�1 and 4.23 mmol g�1 at room temperature and
ambient pressure, which was about twice that of IRMOF-1.20,21,32

Perry et al. studied the xenon adsorption performance of
considerable MOFs with open metal sites, and then found that
xenon adsorption capacities on Co-MOF-74, NOTT100 and
PCN14 can reach above 6.1 mmol g�1, 6.1 mmol g�1 and
7.1 mmol g�1 at 298 K and 1 bar, which are far ahead of all other
adsorbents.33 In addition, the Xe and Kr adsorption can be
hindered by polar gases in many cases, especially in the gas
stream containing H2O and CO2,34 and the excellent tunability
of surface property provides the possibility for MOFs to elimi-
nate the competition of H2O and CO2.35 In a word, MOFs have
many special advantages in the adsorption of Xe and Ke because
of their higher surface area, channel uniformity, and variable
surface properties, however, the developments of high-efficient
MOFs with good stability and scalability of the synthesis to
overcome the limitation in cost control, are still important for
the capture/separation of trace noble gases in near future.

In this work, zinc-based MOFs (CALF-20) were prepared in
a facile hydrothermal synthesis from two different humidity-
resistance ligands, the 1,2,4-triazolate and the oxalate.37 The
structural, durable and adsorptive properties of CALF-20 were
characterized and evaluated by XRD, FT-IR, TG, liquid-nitrogen
adsorption–desorption isotherms, single-gas sorption
isotherms and binary breakthrough experiments. The obtained
CALF-20 with a pore size of 6–7 Å determined from Ar isotherm,
showed a Xe uptake and Xe/Kr selectivity as high as 2.54 mmol
g�1 and 13.2 respectively, and the adsorption properties of Xe
and Kr in the as-prepared CALF-20 were mainly discussed under
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
different conditions. Moreover, GCMC simulation was
employed to investigate the adsorption behavior in CALF-20 and
revealed the polarization from C–H groups dominates the
selective adsorption of Xe and Kr.

2 Experimental
2.1 Synthesis method

The CALF-20 frameworks were prepared in our laboratory
according to the modus operandi reported previously.36,37 In
a typical process, zinc oxalate dihydrate (8.0 g, C2O4Zn$2H2O,
99%) and 1,2,4-triazole (5.0 g, C2H3N3, 99%) were dissolved in
70 mL methanol with continuous stirring. Aer an hour's stir-
ring, the mixtures were injected into a Teon-lined autoclave,
which were heated at 453 K for 48 h. Subsequently, the products
were naturally cooled from 453 K to room temperature, and the
white precipitates were ltered from the growth solution and
washed thoroughly with methanol. The obtained solids were
dried in the open air at room temperature for 12 h, and dened
as CALF-20-Raw. And then, the CALF-20-Raw samples were
activated under vacuum at 333–373 K as adsorbents, and
dened as CALF-20.

Aerwards, the CALF-20 sample was placed in the moist air
(80% RH) to absorb H2O molecules for 24 h and activated again
under the above-mentioned condition, and the obtained
samples were labeled as CALF-20-M and CALF-20-MA, respec-
tively. In addition, the CALF-20 samples were also treated for 2 h
at room temperature in 10 wt% water–methanol solution,
10 wt% ammonia (28%)–methanol solution, and 10 wt% formic
acid (CH2O2, 88%)–methanol solution, and the obtaining
samples were labeled as CALF-20-W, CALF-20-B, and CALF-20-A,
respectively.

2.2 Material characterization

Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns of all obtained
samples were recorded in the 2q range of 5–40� on an X-ray
diffractometer (X-Pert PRO, PANalytical) at 40 kV, 40 mA with
Cu-Ka radiation (l ¼ 0.15406 nm). Thermogravimetric analyses
(TGA) were performed on a TA analyzer (Labsys Evo, Setaram)
under air atmosphere, in which the TG proles were collected
from 50 to 800 �C at a rate of 10 �C min�1. Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) spectra of all samples were detected on a Nicolet
iS50 Fourier transform infrared spectrometer. The texture
properties were measured by Argon adsorption at 87 K with the
Autosorb iQ physical adsorption instrument (Quantachrome
Instruments, Boynton Beach, Florida, USA), and the character-
ization details were shown in the ESI S1.†

2.3 Gas adsorption measurements

Adsorption properties of as-prepared MOFs were characterized
by Xe (99.99%), Kr (99.99%) and N2 (99.99%) isotherms in the
pressure range of 0–100 kPa at 298 K, which was conducted on
a volumetric gas adsorption instrument Autosorb iQ. The
selectivities for different mixtures were calculated by Henry's
law constants and ideal adsorbed solution theory (IAST)
respectively, and experimental heats of adsorption (Qst) of Xe,
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 18224–18231 | 18225
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Kr and N2 were also estimated by Clausius–Clapeyron relation
from measured gas adsorption isotherms. The calculation
details of Henry's law constants, Henry selectivity, IAST selec-
tivity, and Qst from isotherms were described in ESI S2.† The
breakthrough experiments of Xe/Kr and Xe/Kr/N2 mixtures were
all carried out at 298 K and 1 bar on a home-made setup with
a programmable control system,39 in which the composition of
the gas outlet was detected by online mass spectrometry
(Pfeiffer Vacuum OmniStar GSD 320, Germany).
2.4 Simulation methods

The crystallographic information le (2084733.cif) of CALF-20
was taken from the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD). The
coordinates of all atoms in the frameworks were optimized by
DFT calculations with the VASP program (Vienna Ab initio
Simulation Package), and further geometry optimizations were
conducted for obtaining the low-energy structures by the Forcite
module in Materials Studio, as shown in the ESI S3.†38,40 The
accuracy of the crystal structure model was conrmed by
comparing the experimental XRD pattern with the XRD pattern
simulated by the Reex module. Adsorptions of Xe, Kr and N2

on CALF-20 were carried out by using the Grand Canonical
Monte Carlo (GCMC) method as implemented in the RASPA
simulation code, and the simulation details were presented in
the ESI S3.†
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Structure characterization

CALF-20 framework, with empirical formula C3H2N3O2Zn
0.396(C2H6O), was synthesized according to a reported proce-
dure.36,37 As shown in previous work, CALF-20 possesses a 3D
network with a P21/c space group in the monoclinic system,
which is constructed by layers of 1,2,4-triazolate-bridged zinc(II)
ions and pillars of oxalate ions. In the framework, each Zn(II)
Fig. 1 (a) XRD patterns, (b) FT-IR spectra, and (c) TG curves of as-
prepared CALF-20 frameworks; (d) Ar adsorption–desorption
isotherms of CALF-20 framework at 87 K and (inset) PSD plot calcu-
lated by the NLDFT method.
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atom is ligated by three nitrogen atoms from two distinct tri-
azole ligands (the 1,2 positions of the triazolate bridge Zn
dimers, and the 4-position of the next dimer) and two oxygen
atoms from the chelating oxalate group. So, the internal cavity
of the CALF-20 framework has a suitable size to hold a single
xenon atom. Fig. 1a showed the typical diffraction patterns of
the as-synthesized and activated powders of this Zn-MOF with
mixed-ligands of triazolate and oxalate, revealing that CALF-20-
Raw has the same crystal phase as the reported datum in 2014
and 2021.36,37 The characteristic peaks at 11.0�, 13.9�, and 14.4�

should be assigned to the (100), (011), and (110) diffractions of
the CALF-20 framework. The typical peaks of the activated
sample that the guest molecules in the cavities were decanted,
were also in good agreement with the diffractions of CALF-20,
which is different from the diffractions of Zn(ox)0.5(trz) in ref.
27.27,36

FT-IR spectroscopy was adopted to measure the surface
functional groups and the existence of ligands in the CALF-20
frameworks. As shown in Fig. 1b, the IR spectra of the CALF-
20 before and aer activation exhibit the same feature in the
region of 400–1700 cm�1. The analysis showed that the
absorption peaks located at 1663 cm�1, 1370 cm�1, 1298 cm�1,
and 1167 cm�1 should be related to the stretching vibration of
C]O, O]C–O, C–O, and C–C in the oxalate ligand, while the
bands at 797 cm�1 and 495 cm�1 can be attributed to the
bending vibration of O]C–O and the ngerprint peak of O–Zn
related to oxalate. In addition, the absorption bands at
1663 cm�1, 1517 cm�1, 1323 cm�1, 1207 cm�1, and 1088 cm�1

should be ascribed to the stretching vibrational mode of C]N,
the skeleton of triazole, C–N, N–N, and C–H in 1,2,4-triazole,
and 900 cm�1, 667 cm�1, and 424 cm�1 are relevant to the
bending vibrational modes of triazole ring and the ngerprint
peaks of N–C]N and N–M in 1,2,4-triazole. To examine the
stability of the CALF-20 frameworks, thermal gravimetric anal-
ysis experiments were carried out, as shown in Fig. 1c. The TG
prole revealed the weight losses of 3.12 wt% and 2.47 wt% for
CALF-20-Raw and CALF-20 samples in the temperature range of
50–100 �C, which should be caused by the release of free water
molecules. When the temperature increased to 300 �C, the
weight losses were about 10.91 wt% and 3.79 wt% for CALF-20-
Raw and CALF-20, which should be related to the decomposi-
tion of some occluded 1,2,4-triazole (260 �C) and oxalate acid
(189.5 �C) in samples, revealing there are much more occluded
ligands in the CALF-20-Raw. Aer that, the biggest weight loss
of ca. 45% started from 350 �C for both samples, which corre-
sponds to two-stage collapse of the CALF-20 skeleton. In other
words, the CALF-20 framework is still stable even at 350 �C,
showing acceptable stability as an adsorbent. The porosity of
the CALF-20 was evaluated by Ar adsorption at 87 K. As shown in
Fig. 1d, the isotherm displayed type I sorption behavior,
revealing that the CALF-20 framework is the microporous
material. The BET surface area and total pore volume of CALF-
20 were calculated to be 442 m2 g�1 and 0.28 cm3 g�1 from the
isotherm, respectively. It should be noted the PSD plot shows
two different micropores with pore sizes of 6.3 Å and 7.6 Å
respectively, which is slightly bigger than the simulated pore
size of CALF-20 in ref. 37.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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3.2 Single gas adsorption measurements and adsorption
selectivity

Single gas adsorption isotherms were rstly measured to
appraise the separation performance of CALF-20 for Xe/Kr, Xe/
N2 and Kr/N2 mixtures in the pressure range of 0–100 kPa at 288
K, 298 K, and 308 K, respectively. As shown in Fig. 2a, the
adsorption capacities of CALF-20 at different temperatures all
increased in the order of Xe > Kr > N2, displaying that the larger
polarizability is of great importance in the higher uptakes of Xe
and Kr. The Xe uptake was up to 2.45 mmol g�1 at 1.0 bar and
298 K, while the Kr and N2 capacities were about 1.12 mmol g�1

and 0.29 mmol g�1. Notably, the Xe adsorption isotherm dis-
played a sharp increase at relative pressure (P/P0) below 0.1,
while the isotherms of Kr and N2 on CALF-20 were approxi-
mately linear in the range of 0–1 bar, which revealed the
interaction of Xe with CALF-20 is much stronger than that of Kr
and N2. These results showed that the Xe uptake is up to
1.26 mmol g�1, but the Kr and N2 uptakes are only 0.14 mmol
g�1 and 0.033 mmol g�1 at 298 K and 0.1 bar, respectively. The
experimental isosteric heats (Qst) of Xe, Kr and N2 were esti-
mated by the Clausius–Clapeyron equation from their adsorp-
tion isotherms at three different temperatures, as the above-
mentioned method. Fig. 2b showed the adsorption heats of
Xe, Kr and N2 on CALF-20 were around 31.7 and 22.4,
16.9 kJ mol�1 at 298 K, respectively, revealing the stronger Xe
interactions on CALF-20 over Kr and N2. Actually, the adsorp-
tion heat of Xe has a certain advantage over many excellent
MOFs, such as CROFOUR-1-Ni (37.4 kJ mol�1), Al-CDC
(34.9 kJ mol�1), Co-Squarate (43.6 kJ mol�1), SB-MOF-1
(35.0 kJ mol�1), MOF-Cu-H (33.0 kJ mol�1), and PAF-45S
(31.0 kJ mol�1), in which the stronger interactions would
induce higher adsorption interaction and difficult
desorption of Xe.
Fig. 2 (a) Adsorption isotherms and (b) adsorption heats of Xe, Kr and
N2 on CALF-20 framework, (c) IAST selectivity for equimolar Xe/Kr, Xe/
N2 and Kr/N2 mixtures at 298 K and 1 bar, and (d) Xe uptakes and
Henry's constants of Xe on some state-of-the-art adsorbents at 298 K
and 1 bar.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
The calculated Henry's selectivity and IAST selectivity from
Xe, Kr and N2 isotherms, can be used to evaluate the separation
properties of Xe/Kr, Xe/N2 and Kr/N2 mixtures on CALF-20.
Fig. 2c and Table S1† summarized the IAST selectivities for
different mixtures and the tting parameters of Henry's
constants by eqn (S1)–(S5).† Firstly, Henry's constants of Xe, Kr,
and N2 were determined as 21.77, 1.65, and 0.35 mmol g�1

bar�1 from isotherms directly, which is obviously higher than
the Xe Henry's constants of Zn(ox)0.5(trz) (15.8 mmol g�1

bar�1).27 Meanwhile, Henry's selectivities for binary mixtures of
Xe/Kr, Xe/N2 and Kr/N2 can be evaluated as 13.2, 62.0, and 4.7
respectively. Fig. 2c displayed the selectivities for Xe/Kr, Xe/N2

and Kr/N2 mixtures obtained from IAST using an F–L model at
298 K, in the range of 11.4–12.5, 58.5–60.7, and 4.7–4.8 at
different pressures, respectively. The IAST selectivities present
excellent agreement with Henry's selectivity for the mixtures
with Xe or Kr concentration over 1.0 vol%, but the IAST selec-
tivities will depend heavily on the gas compositions in dilute Xe
and Kr sources, especially at ppm-level.

As shown in Fig. 2c and Table S2,† the Xe/Kr selectivity in
CALF-20 is comparable to that of top-ranking MOFs at 298 K
and 1.0 bar, including Al-CDC (10.7), SB-MOF-2 (10.0), MOF-74-
Co (10.4), Zn(ox)0.5(trz) (12.5), Co3(HCOO)6 (8.7), MOF-801 (8.9),
and HKUST-1 (8.4). Interestingly, Henry's constant of Xe on
CALF-20 is only less than that of MOF-Cu-H (39.7 mmol g�1

bar�1), Co-Squarate (192 mmol g�1 bar�1) and Al-CDC
(31.2 mmol g�1 bar�1), indicating the CALF-20 possesses
a suitable interaction for Xe capture and Xe/Kr separation, as
shown in Fig. 2d. Moreover, the Xe uptake of CALF-20 is on the
same level as those of famous MOFs at 298 K and 1.0 bar, except
the MOFs with unsaturated metal sites such as MOF-74-Co
(6.1 mmol g�1), MOF-74-Zn (3.88 mmol g�1), HKUST-1
(3.33 mmol g�1) and NOTT (6.13 mmol g�1). As we all know,
both higher adsorption capacity and selectivity is the key metric
for an excellent adsorbent, because the high selectivity can
increase the concentration of production gas and high capacity
can reduce the size of the adsorption bed for an adsorptive
separation process with the same operating parameters.
Importantly, the higher Henry's constant is most important for
dilute Xe capture, because the stronger Xe–host interaction can
enhance the trapping capability of trace molecular and present
a higher Henry's constant. Obviously, the separation perfor-
mance of CALF-20 has exceeded most of the MOFs reported for
Xe capture and separation according to integrated evaluation
criteria, which cover Xe uptake, Xe/Kr selectivity and Henry's
constant of Xe.
3.3 Stability studies

From the application point of view, the stability of CALF-20
should be conrmed carefully under different conditions,
such as heat, water, acid and base resistances, because the
strong adsorptions of these contenders always result in inten-
sive thermo-regeneration of adsorbents in the practical process.
CALF-20 has shown excellent stability in moist and acid gas
conditions, and the stabilities of CALF-20 under liquid water,
acid solution, base solution and high temperature were veried
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 18224–18231 | 18227



Fig. 3 (a) Comparison of Xe capacities at 298 K and 1 bar on CALF-20
frameworks activated at different temperatures, (b) retention rates of
Xe capacities at 298 K and 1 bar on CALF-20 frameworks after the
treatments with different solutions, (c) Ar adsorption isotherms at 87 K
and (d) XRD patterns of CALF-20 frameworks treated by different
solutions.

Fig. 4 Breakthrough curves of CALF-20 framework for the separation
of (a) Xe/Kr mixtures with different Xe concentrations (50 vol%, 20 vol%

RSC Advances Paper
further in this work. Fig. 3a showed the Xe capacity of CALF-20
under different activation temperatures. Apparently, the CALF-
20 was activated completely at 333 K and obtained the best Xe
capacity at 298 K and 1 bar. CALF-20 retained a higher Xe
capacity up to 473 K, and only lost 6% Xe capacity at 523 K,
which presents excellent thermo-stability and is consistent with
the TG results. As we all know, the dews could appear on the
surfaces of porous materials under high humidity conditions
(>80% RH), which has a signicant negative effect on the Xe
adsorption and can even destroy the framework of MOFs. As
shown in Fig. 3b, the CALF-20 were treated in high humidity
feedgas, water, acid and base solutions, and for investigating
the stability. Clearly, the Xe capacity of CALF-20 decreased by
50% when it was exposed for 12 h in air with 80% RH (relative
humidity), and recovered aer being heated at 100 �C for 3 h
under vacuum. Unfortunately, the retentions of Xe capacity on
CALF-20 were about 78% and 79% aer the treatment in the
water and base solutions, and could not restore to the initial
state by regeneration in the temperature range of 50–250 �C
under vacuum, as the CALF-20-W and CALF-20-B samples
shown in Fig. 3b. Similar to the results in the literature,37 the
adsorption capacity of Xe presented a slight increase aer the
treatment of CALF-20 using acid solutions, indicating the
excellent acid resistance, as the CALF-20-A in Fig. 3b. The
textural properties of CALF-20 treated under different condi-
tions were shown in Fig. 3c. Obviously, the specic surface area
of CALF-20-A showed a little increase, while other samples all
dropped aer treatments, especially the CALF-20-W/B samples.
PSD proles in the inset presented the same appearance that
the pore volumes of CALF-20-B/W treated by water and base
solution decline obviously, but the gaseous water and acid
solution have no negative effects on the pore structures of CALF-
20. PXRD, FTIR and TG were all performed to investigate the
18228 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 18224–18231
structural changes following treatment of the CALF-20, as
shown in Fig. 3d, S1 and S2.† Specically, the framework of
CALF-20 exhibited high stability in the acid solution, gaseous
and liquid water. And the diffraction peak of CALF-20-B was
proven to be consistent with the characteristic peaks of CALF-
20, except that the diffraction intensity of (110) increased and
shied to 15�, which is like a diffraction peak of CALF-20-Raw.
3.4 Breakthrough experiment

Dynamic breakthrough experiments were conducted to deter-
mine the separation performances of CALF-20 toward the
binary Xe/Kr and ternary Xe/Kr/N2 mixtures. Before the experi-
ments, CALF-20 was activated in a helium ow at 373 K for 2 h.
Fig. 4a showed the typical breakthrough curves of the Xe/Kr
mixtures (50–50, 20–80, and 5–95 v/v%) in a packed column
with granular CALF-20 at 1.0 bar and 298 K. For every break-
through curve, Kr always eluted rst, while Xe owed through
the packed column aer a long time, suggesting Xe preferen-
tially adsorbed on CALF-20 from these Xe/Kr mixtures. The big
difference in residence times between Xe and Kr in the break-
through process reveals CALF-20 is a high-efficiency adsorbent
for separating Xe/Kr mixtures. It should be noted that there are
always the classical roll-up peaks in the Kr breakthrough curves,
indicating the Kr concentration at the elution gas signicantly
surpasses the feed concentration and increases sharply before
the Xe breakthrough. This issue should come down to the
partial desorption of the adsorbed Kr due to a thermal effect
from the exothermic adsorption of Xe and the effect of
competitive adsorption by Xe. For 50–50 v/v% Xe/Kr mixture, the
breakthrough of Xe occurred at about 265 s which is later than
that of Kr (about 60 s), showing the stronger interaction
between Xe and CALF-20. The Xe working capacity and Xe/Kr
selectivity were calculated to be 0.65 mmol mL�1 and 12.5
from the breakthrough curve of the 50–50 v/v% Xe/Kr mixture,
which is in agreement with Henry's selectivity. Moreover, we
have also investigated the effect of Xe concentration (20% and
5%) on the breakthrough performance of CALF-20, as shown in
Fig. 4. With the decrease of Xe concentrations from 50% to 5%,
Xe breaks from 265 to 460 s, enabling CALF-20 to be superiorly
useful to purify the low-concentration Xe/Kr mixture. The
breakthrough experiment of a ternary Xe/Kr/N2 (5v : 45v : 50v)
mixture showed a similar result, indicating the excellent
performance for separating Xe from the low-concentration Xe/
and 5 vol%), and (b) Xe/Kr/N2 mixture (5 : 45 : 50) at 298 K and 1 bar.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Kr/N2 mixture, as shown in Fig. 4b. Based on these data, CALF-
20 exhibits high Xe/Kr and Xe/N2 selectivity, suggesting that it is
one of the most promising adsorbents for Xe capture and
separation.
Fig. 6 Density distribution profiles of Xe (a) and Kr (b) on CALF-20
framework simulated at 0.1 bar and 298 K; local views of the snapshots
extracted from GCMC simulations performed for Xe (c) and Kr (d)
adsorption on CALF-20 frameworks. (The distance unit is Å, color
mode: H, white; O, green; C, gray; N, blue; Zn, indigo blue; Xe, dark
green; Kr, golden).
3.5 Simulation studies

Simulated adsorption results of Xe, Kr and N2 were obtained by
the GCMC simulation method under pressure in the range of 0–
100 kPa and 298 K. It can be learned from Fig. 5 that, the
simulated isotherms of Xe, Kr and N2 adsorption on CALF-20
approximately agreed with the measured adsorption
isotherms, especially they presented very good accordance
when the relative pressure (P/P0) was below 0.3. However, the
simulations slightly overpredicted the experimental uptakes
aer P/P0 > 0.4, which should be attributed to a minor deviation
of the force elds representing the adsorbent and adsorbates, as
well as the drawbacks of the CALF-20 skeleton in the as-
prepared samples. Based on the GCMC force eld, the adsorp-
tion sites can be identied by the probability distributions of
the Xe and Kr atoms within the CALF-20. The density distribu-
tion proles of Xe and Kr in the cavity of CALF-20 at 0.1 bar and
298 K are presented in Fig. 6. It was evident that the adsorption
behaviors of Xe and Kr are similar and all are adsorbed in the
middle of the 1D channels, but the density distributions of Xe
are signicantly higher than that of Kr because the C–H groups
in the specic cavity of CALF-20 deliver much stronger van der
Waals forces to Xe. Furthermore, local views of the snapshots
extracted showed that in the rhombus channels of CALF-20, Xe
and Kr are similarly surrounded by H atoms of the 1,2,4-triazole
rings, and the shortest and average distances of Xe–H are 3.447
and 4.456 Å, respectively. Due to the smaller atomic diameter
and lower polarizability of Kr, the shortest distance (3.636 Å)
and average distance (4.507 Å) of Kr–H are all longer than that of
the Xe–H distance. The DFT calculations also showed that the
adsorption heat of Xe (32.43 kJ mol�1) on CALF-20 is much
higher than that of Kr (23.42 kJ mol�1), which coincides with
the fact that the density distributions of Xe are stronger than Kr,
Fig. 5 Xe, Kr and N2 adsorption isotherms of simulated (hollow blocks)
and experimental (solid line) on CALF-20 at 298 K.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
and the experimental values of the isosteric heats. In a word, the
simulated results from DFT and GCMC simulation illustrated
that the abundant C–H groups were the specic adsorption sites
of Xe adsorption.

4 Conclusions

In this work, we have successfully synthesized a hydrophobic
CALF-20 framework with a P21/c space group in the monoclinic
system by a simple hydrothermal method using 1,2,4-triazole
and oxalate as the ligands. This intriguing material also showed
prominent high-temperature, gaseous water and acid tolerance,
and can retain the initial Xe uptake under vacuum recovery at
100 �C. Interestingly, CALF-20 presented a Xe capacity as high as
2.45 mmol g�1 at 298 K and 1.0 bar, especially the Xe uptake up
to 1.26 mmol g�1 at 0.1 bar while the Kr and N2 uptakes only ca.
0.14 mmol g�1 and 0.033 mmol g�1, respectively. Importantly,
CALF-20 exhibited good performances for Xe separation from
Kr and N2, such as Xe/Kr and Xe/N2 selectivity up to 13.2 and 62
at 298 K and 1.0 bar, which was conrmed by the breakthrough
experiments. The initial adsorption heat and Henry's constant
of Xe on the CALF-20 MOF were determined to be 31.7 kJ mol�1

and 21.77 mmol g�1 bar�1 by isotherms and simulations,
indicating a suitable affinity for the Xe capture and Xe/Kr
separation which is the most important for dilute Xe capture
and fast desorption of adsorbed Xe. In addition, the GCMC
simulation indicated that the simulated and experimental
isotherms show a good agreement at low relative pressures, and
the C–H groups from the 1,2,4-triazole rings can deliver much
stronger van der Waals interactions to Xe. As mentioned above,
the separation performance of CALF-20 has exceeded most of
the MOFs reported for Xe capture and separation according to
integrated evaluation criteria, covering Xe uptake, Xe/Kr selec-
tivity and Henry's constant of Xe.
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 18224–18231 | 18229
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